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Divorce is twice. Then, either keep 
[her] in an acceptable manner or 
release [her] with good treatment. 
And it is not lawful for you to take 
anything of what you have given 

them unless both fear that they will 
not be able to keep [within] the limits 
of Allah . But if you fear that they will 
not keep [within] the limits of Allah , 
then there is no blame upon either of 
them concerning that by which she 

ransoms herself. These are the limits 
of Allah , so do not transgress them. 
And whoever transgresses the limits 

of Allah - it is those who are the 
wrongdoers.

Allah has put the rules for all the relations, specially divorce. The rules of Allah are the best for everyone. 
Whether you follow the rules or not is your choice. Allah is able to make everyone follow His rules by force, He 
is the Most Powerful, but then your reality would hit become 
apparent. So Allah gives the rules and the choice, and you will be 
accountable for your choices on the Day of Judgement. 

If you follow the rules, and are disciplined in life, this is still not the 
end of the test. When you see others not following the rules, you 
may judge them, and this is a greater sin, because you are 
ascribing purity to yourself by praising yourself for being obedient. 
This is arrogance. The test for good people is more intense and 
difficult. 

The one who is always criticizing the people, and judging them, is 
the worst of the people. Those who are religious and have 
knowledge, their test is more severe. 

Allah doesn't force you to follow the rules. But when you do, don't look down on those who don't. Don't look at 
others, only look at yourself. This is a silent sin, when you judge others and find them wanting, and think you 
are better than them. Remember you were the same before Allah guided you. 

There are people so don't follow the rules of divorce, don't judge or comment. Allah doesn't need reporters, He 
knows everything already. This needs great jihad. 

Allah made restrictions in the 
number of times the divorce is 
pronounced. In the period of 
jahiliyyah, it was a joke, with the 
husband divorcing his wife and 
taking her back multiple times, 
without any regard to her 
feelings. The heart of a woman is 
very fragile, so Allah made this 
restriction to protect the feelings 
of the woman. The husband can 
announce one divorce at one 
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sitting only. Even if he says 100 طالق طالق times, it will only be counted as one. This is called طالق رجعي , 
because the husband can take his wife back after this divorce, before three cycles of her menses. When he 
announces the divorce the second time, he still has the chance to go back to her before three of her menses 
cycle. 

This is the last chance. After the third time, she cannot return to him, until she remarries another man, has a 
proper marriage with her, and then gets divorced again, or is widowed. This is very difficult, and is a lesson for 
the husband. Your wife is not a toy, and you can't play with her emotions. Another man will come into her life. 
Allah gave the man a higher position, but this doesn't mean he can 
do whatever he pleases. The reason Allah gave him a higher 
position is because he has more responsibilities to fulfill, not so that 
he can oppress the women in his life. 

The second marriage must be a normal one, not just so that they 
can remarry. It cannot be planned only for this purpose, because 
this is cheating. This kind of marriage, which is planned for this 
purpose only, is called ُمَحلِّل, and is not allowed. 

This is why Allah says that the divorce is two times. The third time is 
final. Now the man is haram for the wife. This is the rule of Allah. 
These laws are all for the good of the people. 

Sheikh Al-Uthaymeen said that the number 3 is used many times in deen. In wudoo, we can wash our limbs 
maximum 3 times. We are instructed to ask permission to enter 3 times, and if we don't get an answer, we 
should leave. This can be applied to the phone too. There are many other instances in which the number 3 is 
used. It may be that we are given 3 chances to reform ourselves too. When two believers have a problem with 
each other, they must reconcile in not more than 3 days. The number 3 seems like a last call, as in flights. If 
you don't come, you may miss the flight. 

So the third divorce is final. There is no going back after it. To announce the talaq the third time is not halal, as 
Allah says the talaq is twice only. If the husband pronounces the talaq the third time, this means he really has 
evil intent, to break her heart and hurt her. So he must be punished, by his former wife remarrying. 

After the second talaq, there are two options. Either the husband should return to her, or separate. The words 
Allah uses are إمساك and تسريح. إمساك is to hold on, and تسريح is to free, like a bird, which you feel sorry for in 
his cage, so you open the cage and release it. This shows mercy. 

If you want to hold on to her, then you must not harm or 
hurt her. Stay with her, using kind words and actions. 
Spend on her, don't remind her that you took her back. You 
must fix the heart that you broke. Give her her rights, be 
kind and gentle to her. 

This is how Allah protects the rights of people. This gentle 
handling can console her, and heal her heart. A woman is 
emotional, and her heart is very fragile.

If you rally can't bear her, and she can't bear you, as a last 
resort, let her go. Release her, but you must do more for 
the woman you divorce. Not معروف, but إحسان. 

As you end the relationship, give her more, whatever you 
can, to make her feel good, and to be able to live in comfort 
after you leave her. Increase your goodness with her, even 
more than what you did when she was married to you. She 
will now have to support herself, so make her future secure. The ex-husband will in future only spend on his 
children. This is like a retirement bonus, or an end of service gratuity. 
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Curse be upon the one who marries 
a divorced woman with the intention 
of making her lawful for her former 

husband and upon the one for whom 
she is made lawful.



Allah really preserves the integrity and rights of the women. It is not easy for a man to have multiple wives, 
because he must keep them all in the same style, so he must really spend a lot. 

It is not allowed for the ex-husband to take anything back from his ex-wife, this is haram for him. He cannot 
take back the mahar or dowry, or any of her money and property. He can also not take back any gifts he gave 
her, nor any jewellery. If she is divorced before the marriage is consummated, then only half the mahar amount 
needs to be given. Even during the marriage, he cannot ask her to spend her money on the household. 

If the husband is miserly and doesn't give her enough for her expenditure, she can take the money from him  
without informing him, but this must be only as much as she needs. 

If the man takes back anything he gave his wife during their marriage, Allah will account him. This is haram for 
him. 


